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when you have found the duplicates you want to delete, you can simply click on the checkbox and
the files will be removed. if you need to keep a file, you can select the file and press the delete

button. and you don’t have to worry about having duplicate files as long as you keep the original. i
personally use it for all the files and folders in my account, so i never delete any files. the next step

is to move your duplicates to another folder. if you want to keep all the duplicates in a single
location, you can press the move button. however, if you want to have a folder for each duplicate,

you can press the create folder button. by keeping your mac clean you will avoid a cascade of
issues. today i am going to remove all duplicates from your system. i do this by using finder, itunes,
and a free program called duplicate file remover pro. you can get your free copy here. all the mac
apps that are installed on your system and can be uninstalled will be checked for duplicate files.

this program will not only remove duplicates, but will also group them by size so that you can later
add them back to your system. duplicates can take up a large amount of storage. they are not only
annoying, but they take up valuable disk space. this can be a problem if you have a lot of duplicates

or a collection of large duplicates. use duplicate file remover pro to search your mac for duplicate
files. go to your library and select a folder. i prefer the music folder, but you can choose whatever

you want. choose music or audio, and then select the radio button that says duplicates in the menu
bar.
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if you're using itunes' built-in duplicate search function, you'll notice that the duplicates you
selected will be removed from your library. this function is very effective, but it has a few

drawbacks too. first, itunes will not delete your duplicates automatically so you'll have to manually
remove them. second, you can't search for duplicates by source e.g. album cover, radio edit, or any
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other option, so you can't get rid of all your duplicates in one go. third, you can't configure your
duplicate search based on your preferences. click the ok button to add the duplicates to your

library. you can delete duplicates one by one or add them all and delete them all at once. if you
want to delete duplicates of the selected song, click the selection icon beside the words "duplicates

for the selected song" or "duplicates of the selected song". this will allow you to still view the file
and if you wish, listen to it. and one of the benefits of this is that if you find that you do not want to
keep a file, you can easily remove it again. the files you choose to keep can be viewed in the folder
view. so you can make a list of files to keep and another one to delete them again easily. you now

have a clean list of your files and folders. this can be used for your own files, or for shared
directories as well. if you would like a more detailed view of your storage, you can use the drive
explorer tool. you can also use this to delete duplicates. by default, it will search for duplicates

based on file size or date created. if you want a more detailed search, you can tick the checkboxes
to search by file name, by extension, or by file path. the search results can then be sorted by file

size, date created, and file name. 5ec8ef588b
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